We measure furniture by depth, width, and height.

When your apartment, condo, or home is located on the second floor or higher please make sure each piece measures less than 88" in width or 96" diagonally, or it may not fit through your entry.

### Measuring For Delivery

We want to ensure your new furniture is delivered successfully. Following is important measurement and obstruction information you should consider before you purchase your furniture and have it delivered:

#### Quick Fit Questions

- Can our delivery truck fit down your street?
- Is your room clear of obstructions?
- Will the furniture fit through your stairways and doorways?
- Will your hallway size allow your product to fit through?

#### What measurements are needed?

1. Exterior & Front doorway heights
2. Exterior & Front doorway width and clearance to the opposite wall
3. Staircase corner width and clearance to opposite wall upstairs (if curved)
4. Low hanging light fixtures
5. Interior doorway width and clearance to opposite wall
6. Stairway overhang and ceiling height

For apartment buildings or homes with elevators, it is important to measure the elevator’s interior height and width, as well as the height of the doorway into the elevator.

### How we measure our furniture

We measure furniture by depth, width, and height.

When your apartment, condo, or home is located on the second floor or higher please make sure each piece measures less than 88" in width or 96" diagonally, or it may not fit through your entry.

**Typical Apartment Entrance is 48" Wide**